"Investigating the Characteristics of Product Development Process on Brand Performance in Digital Innovation: A Multilevel Model"

Abstract
Although the diversity and velocity with which products can be developed and disseminated on digital platforms has fostered and reinforced a climate of open innovation, it has also given rise to an innovation diffusion paradox whereby resources are being squandered on innovations that may never catch consumers’ attention. Consequently, it is imperative for developers to bolster the discoverability of their products in order to survive in such highly competitive open innovation ecosystems. To this end, we draw on brand equity theory to advance a research model that not only introduces the novel concept of brand vitality alongside established dimensions of brand equity (i.e., quality assurance, symbolic image, and visibility) as antecedents of developer performance in open innovation ecosystems, but also posits product development process attributes (i.e., product irregularity, pace, and scope) as factors affecting the abovementioned brand equity dimensions. Our research model was validated in two stages. In the first stage, we extracted and analyzed archival data of 8,915 developers from one of the leading mobile application stores in China. Analytical results indicate that the three product development process attributes are associated with developer performance as measured via app downloads and conversion rate. Following which, a multilevel mediation analytical approach was conducted in the second stage based on survey data gathered from actual app users on their recalled developers. We discovered that brand equity at the individual level fully mediates the impact of product development process attributes on developer performance. In this sense, findings from our study contributes to an in-depth appreciation of how developers can leverage on
product development process to grow their brand within open innovation ecosystems.
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